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Class Description 
 Explore the layout of the Lindisfarne Gospels 

 Practical tips on how to create the distinctive capitals, half-

uncial calligraphy, border formation, and typical motifs 

 Examples of Lindisfarne-inspired SCA scrolls included 

 Handouts of the Lindisfarne capital and half-uncial alphabets 

as interpreted by the teacher will be provided 



Early Medieval Insular Manuscripts 
 Refers to those manuscripts made in the British Isles from 7th to 

10th centuries (approximately) 

 

 Famous examples: 
 Lindisfarne Gospels 

 Book of Kells 

 Echternach Gospels 

 Book of Deer 

 Book of Durrow 

 Codex Aureus 

 

 Iona and Wearmouth-Jarrow particularly important centres for 
manuscript production 



Lindisfarne Gospels – Overview 
 Made in Lindisfarne, Holy Island, Britain 

 Date range 710-725 CE 

 Believed to be the work of a single scribe – Eadfrith, Bishop 

of Lindisfarne 

 Intact and exceptionally well-preserved 

 Made of the highest quality vellum, ink and pigments 

 Intended to enhance the monastery’s prestige and its 

relationship to St. Cuthbert (tourist attraction) 



Typical Layout for Insular Gospels 
While the precise page order varies, several elements are 
usually found: 

 

1. Cross carpet page 

2. Incipit page 

3. Apostolic portraits with their animal symbols 

4. Body text pages 

5. Canon tables 

 

Paper size is roughly equivalent to 11x14” 



Cross-Carpet Page 

Source: Andre Grabar and Carl Nordenfalk. Early Medieval Painting: From the Fourth to 
the Eleventh Century. Trans. Stuart Gilbert. Editions D’Art Albert Skira: 1957. Page 116. 



Carpet Pages 
 Essentially the shape and artistic density of a Middle Eastern 

carpet 

 Typically a rectangular or square layout broken into 

symmetrical geometric zones that include squares, 

rectangles, oblongs, crosses and circles 

 Ornamentation can be simple and direct (The Book of 

Durrow, Echternach Gospels), or microscopically complex 

(Lindisfarne Gospels, Book of Kells) 

 

 Beautiful way to add “wow” factor to an important SCA award 

scroll 







Photo courtesy of Kyle Andrews. Used with permission. 









Incipit Page 

Source: Janice Anderson. Illuminated Manuscripts. Singapore: Todtri Productions Limited, 
1999. Page 31. 



The Incipit Page 
 A kind of title page 

 Opening words of the four gospels 

 Features one or two very large primary initials, heavily 

illuminated 

 Followed by one or two sentences in Lindisfarne Capitals, 

descending size 

 Usually decorated with a partial border 

 

 Useful for shorter SCA scrolls 





Photo courtesy of Kyle Andrews. Used with permission. 





 Design adapted from the "Quoniam" page from Book of Kells, f. 374 of 
677. See http://digitalcollections.tcd.ie/for a page-by-page look. 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http://digitalcollections.tcd.ie/&h=tAQH373em&enc=AZM2p-t_Dh9c-7bwNr0qUtWmC9umcWojexa93ns7jYcDQSqPW4DVnM9UHe36xGS6pZogJvZRm0gCQgRmyBYHay2SGSNnIzjKdpbfSgYfVavG-2fO97iNh6OYAIt0Rgf0NhpiTxT3nAxiYJoUuUeaPFTx&s=1




Text Page 

Source: Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality & the Scribe. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. Plate 13. 



Text Pages 
 Familiar format for SCA scrolls 

 

 One or two illuminated initials 

 Kells is famous for its humorous stock of creative, often animal-

based initials, some on virtually every line 

 

 Two columns of double-spaced half-uncial script 





Apostolic Portraits 

Source: Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality & the Scribe. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. Plate 22. 



Source: Andre Grabar and Carl Nordenfalk. Early Medieval Painting: From the Fourth to 
the Eleventh Century. Trans. Stuart Gilbert. Editions D’Art Albert Skira: 1957. Page 112. 



Apostolic Portrait 
 Posed or iconic figure, sometimes with apostolic animal 

symbol 

 e.g. Lion of St. Mark 

 The Book of Kells includes the “Doubtful Christ” portrait 

 Sometimes the animal alone is present 

 Presented within a border 

 Accompanying text is usually limited 

 

 Can be a fun format for SCA scrolls 





Canon Table 

Source: Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality & the Scribe. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. Plate 6. 



Canon Table 

 
 Intended to serve as a table of contents or page guide 

 Not always functional 

 Arched format with pillars 

 Two or more columns of text 

 

 Useful format for SCA scrolls 





Lindisfarne Capitals 

Source: Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality & the Scribe. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. Plate 11, excerpt. 



Lindisfarne Capitals 
 Distinctive Pictish-Celtic-Germanic alphabet 

 Tall, narrow angular letter form 

 Roughly 3:1 height-width ratio 

 

 Embellishments may include: 

 Internal space filled with colour 

 Special handling of the terminals, e.g. animal heads, triskele 

shapes, knotwork 

 Red dotted outlines 







Lindisfarne Half-Uncial 

Source: Michelle P. Brown. The Lindisfarne Gospels: Society, Spirituality & the Scribe. 
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003. Plate 13, excerpt. 



Lindisfarne Half-Uncial 
 Straight, not slanted 

 

 Fairly fast script to work with 

 Most letters require only two strokes 

 

 C-series nibs, especially C-4 or C-5 work well 





Colour Palette 
 Early insular manuscripts typically use a limited palette 

 Orange (red lead) 

 Yellow (ochre or orpiment, sometimes gold) 

 Green (verdigris) 

 Black (various recipes) 

 White (white lead, bone white or natural parchment) 

 

 Richer manuscripts (including Lindisfarne and Kells) may 
include: 

 Blue 

 Folium (plant-based) pinks and violets 



Inks 
 Rich black ink for letters 

 Lindisfarne’s ferrous-oak gall recipe is still intensely black 1300 

years later 

 

 Weak oak gall or brown calligraphy ink for outlining 

 Less harsh/recedes well with reds, yellows and golds 



Gold 
 Actual gold is initially rare in insular manuscripts 

 

 Lindisfarne Gospels has only two initials done in 

chrysography (gold ink) 

 Book of Durow uses orpiment to great effect as a gold 

substitute 

 

 The Codex Aureus (mid-8th century, originally Canterbury), 

lavishly used gold (and silver) in major capitals and gold ink 

on dyed purple parchment 



Tools 
 11”x14” Pergamenata (or actual parchment, if available) 

 

 Pencil/lead point, white eraser, compass and ruler 

 The Lindisfarne Gospels is considered to be the first evidence for 

the use of a lead point in illumination 

 Also has evidence of compass use (pricked shapes) 

 

 C-4/C-5 nibs work well for half-uncial calligraphy 

 20/0 brushes for fine detail work 



Handling the large capital 
 The large capital on an incipit page is generally an 

enlarged/elongated version of the regular Lindisfarne Capital 

 

 Typically features a variety of fill designs in layers of 

outlining: 

 Gripping beasts 

 Intricate knotwork shapes (often in mirror-reflection 

 Fractal-like triskeles 

 Cartouches (narrow rectangles) which may enclose any of the 

above 



Outlining 
 Major initials, borders, and motifs may have up to seven 

layers of outlining: 

 A thin black line 

 a gold/yellow line 

 a thicker black line 

 a void or thin white line 

 a thin black line 

 a void or thin white line 

 two rows of red dots (said to be a Coptic inheritance) 



Border Fill/Motif Ideas 
 Simple knotwork 

 Greek key designs 

 Garnet/gemstone and gold cloisonné 

 Gripping beasts (zoomorphs) 



Other fills 

Anglo-Saxon border fill and modern adaptation. 

 

Excerpt from The Hereford Gospels, f.102. 

From Leslie Webster and Janet Backhouse, ed. The Making of England: Anglo-Saxon Art and Culture 
AD 600-900. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991. 



Kevin Leahy and Roger Bland. The Staffordshire Hoard. London: The British Museum Press, 
2009. Page 42 (excerpt). 





Adapting a gripping beast 
 Gripping beast shapes in metalwork, including crosses, 

jewellery, arms and armour are related to those found in 

contemporary illuminations 

 

 Knotwork and gripping beasts follow a sine wave design with 

a kink 



Staffordshire Hoard Cross 

 Similar to an animal interlace design found in The Book of Durrow 
 See: 

 http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Meister_des_Book_of_Du
rrow_002.jpg 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Meister_des_Book_of_Durrow_002.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Meister_des_Book_of_Durrow_002.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Meister_des_Book_of_Durrow_002.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6f/Meister_des_Book_of_Durrow_002.jpg




Photo courtesy of Kyle Andrews. Used with permission. 
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Leslie Webster and Janet Backhouse, ed. The Making of England: Anglo-
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Thank You 


